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An Aperture-Coupled Linear Microstrip Leaky-Wave
Antenna Array with Two-Dimensional Dual-Beam

Scanning Capability
Cheng-Chi Hu, Christina F. Jou, and Jin-Jei Wu

Abstract—This paper describes an -band 4 1 aper-
ture-coupled series-fed electronically steerable microstrip
leaky-wave antenna (LWA) array design, which has dual-beam
radiation pattern and two-dimensional (2-D) beam-scanning
capability. The LWA array is operated in the first higher order
mode and excited by center-fed aperture coupled for dual-beam
operation. The varactor-tuned phase shifters are placed between
the antenna elements. The measured half-power beamwidth of
the -plane and quasi- -plane radiation patterns are less than
30 . By tuning the reverse dc bias of the varactor diodes, the
main beam can be scanned in azimuth plane from 13 to +13
off broadside. In the elevation plane, the beam-scanning angle is
close to 20 as the operating frequency tuned from 11.58–12.5
GHz. Taking into account each phase-shifter insertion loss and
phase progression, the measured results compared closely with
the theoretical prediction. The proposed antenna array is suitable
for wireless communication and collision warning radar systems.

Index Terms—Antenna arrays, aperture-coupled antennas,
leaky-wave antennas, microstrip antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE microstrip leaky-wave antenna (LWA) has been
an area of growing interest in transmit/receive (T/R)

modules and for quasi-optical power combining [1]. It has
been shown that the first higher order mode of a microstrip
line may leak in the form of a space wave, pointing in an
angle , where is the angle of the beam
maximum measured from the-axis and is the phase constant
of the first higher order mode of the microstrip line. The
microstrip leaky-wave antenna has the characteristic of wider
bandwidth, narrow beam, and frequency-scanning capability.
They also have the advantage of low profile, light weight, easy
fabrication, and suitability of mass production. Therefore, the
printed microstrip leaky-wave antenna has been a candidate for
active integrated antenna array applications involving active
solid-state devices such as HEMT’s, Gunn diodes, etc. [1]–[3].

Although the microstrip LWA has a narrow radiation
beamwidth in the -plane, however, it also produces a typical
wide patch pattern in the cross plane (quasi--plane), given
by a fixed angle 90 to -axis (see Fig. 2.) To prevent this
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the aperture coupled linear 4� 1 dual-beam 2-D scanning
microstrip leaky-wave antenna array.

wide patch pattern, an eight-element LWA array was devel-
oped, which was excited by a parallel CPW-slotine feeding
network producing a narrow pencil beam [4]. However, the
complexity of the feeding network may be a disadvantage of
designing large array. To obtain a single feed network with
dual-beam feature, a series-fed microstrip LWA array excited
by slotted coplanar waveguide was proposed [5]. Especially, its
dual-beam antenna characteristic has much value in the mobile
communication and automotive radar systems.

Meanwhile, controlling the radiation main beam of the active
antennas using the microstrip leaky-wave antenna has received
much attention in the recent year [6], [7]. In [6], Oliner pro-
posed the idea of a two-dimensional (2-D) scanning array using
one-dimensional (1-D) leaky-wave antenna line-source phased
array. A narrow pencil beam can scan in both elevation and az-
imuth plane. In [7], an attempt has made to extend the work of
encompassing the phase control technique of coupling oscilla-
tors [8], [9] and leaky-wave antenna characteristic, which leads
to a novel method for 2-D electronic-tuned beam-scanning ac-
tive LWA array. By tuning the free-running frequencies of the
end oscillators, the pencil beam can be continuously scanned in
quasi- -plane.
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the aperture coupled dual-beam microstrip leaky-wave
antenna array. (W = 8:5 mm,L = 100 mm,W = 1:5 mm,L = 24 mm,
h = h = 0:508 mm," = " = 2:2).

The work reported in this paper follows on the work of
series-fed dual-beam microstrip LWA [5]. The idea is to
perform 2-D beam-scanning using 1-D LWA array. Here, we
demonstrated an aperture-coupled dual-beam series-fed array
of LWA (Fig. 1) with 2-D beam-scanning capability using
the varactor-tuned phase shifter in between the microstrip
LWA elements. A constant phase progression is achieved by
controlling the reverse dc bias of the varactor diodes. Therefore,
the pencil beam of the microstrip LWA array can be scanned
in the quasi- -plane. The aperture-coupled structure has the
advantage of avoiding interference between feeding networks
and the antenna radiation. No complicated feeding networks
or transition circuits are required here. This type of feeding
structure has successfully being used for the excitation of LWA
[10]. In addition, it is straightforward to obtain a dual-beam
radiation pattern by feeding a microstrip leaky-wave antenna
at its center. The aim was to fabricate a low-cost electronically
steered dual-beam 2-D beam-scanning array for possible appli-
cation in microwave systems such as wireless communication,
smart antenna design, and collision warning radar.

II. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

Fig. 1 shows the configuration of a four-element dual-beam
aperture-coupled LWA. Each LWA is series-aperture-fed by
a microstrip line with characteristic impedance of 50. This
LWA array has a two-layer configuration, making it easy
to fabricate due to its simple structure. The whole circuit
is designed and fabricated on a RT/Duroid substrate with a
dielectric constant and a thickness of 0.508 mm.

Fig. 3. The variations of phase constant� and attenuation constant� as a
function of frequency. (W = 8:5 mm,h = 0:508 mm," = 2:2)

Fig. 4. The simplified schematic diagram of the varactor-tuned phase shifter.

The aperture is placed at the center of the LWA. We utilized
a center-fed aperture in the ground plane, which not only can
separates the two substrates, but also it can couple the signal
and produced a dual-beam radiation pattern. The geometry and
coordinate system for the microstrip LWA is shown in Fig. 2.

In order to understand the radiation properties of such a mi-
crostrip leaky-wave antenna, we obtained its complex propaga-
tion constants of the first higher microstrip mode in
its leaky range, where is the phase constant, andis the
attenuation constant. The complex constants are obtained by
employing rigorous (Wiener–Hopf) solution mentioned in [11].
Fig. 3 shows the variations of phase constantand attenua-
tion constant as a function of frequency. The width of the
microstrip is properly chosen such that efficient leaky-mode ra-
diation can be attained.

Varactor diode phase shifters are basically analog devices in
which the variable reactance is achieved through voltage-tuned
capacitance of the diode under reverse-bias condition. As the
bias voltage of the varactor is varied from 0 V to a large nega-
tive value close to its breakdown voltage, the capacitance of the
diode decreases from a maximum value to a low value

and the maximum phase change can be achieved. Here,
the GaAs varactor (M/A-COM MA46410) is used as the phase-
tuning element. Due to the constant parasitic capacitance of the
diode, the varactor diode has a capacitance ratio of about 5 : 1.
The varactor-tuned phase shifter design adopts the simplified
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Fig. 5. Phase progressing and insertion loss of the varactor diode phase shifter
as a function of bias voltage.

design proposed by Ref [12], [13]. Fig. 4 shows the simplified
schematic diagram of the varactor-tuned phase shifter. The var-
actor is voltage-tuned to provide a continuous reactance change.
In order to achieve the desired phase response, while main-
taining as low an insertion loss as possible, the varactor diode
is shunted with a shorted matching stub. Fig. 5 shows the mea-
surement and simulation results of the phase progression as a
function of the varactor bias. As expected, the phase progres-
sion of the phase shifter varies linearly with bias voltage.

III. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENTRESULTS

The measured return loss of this LWA array is below10
dB over the specified bandwidth from 11.5 to 12.5 GHz without
using any quarter-wave transformer. The radiation pattern was
measured under the far field condition. The measured and theo-
retical prediction -plane radiation patterns are shown in Fig. 6
at 11.58 GHz and 12.5 GHz. Two maximums are observed at
about and , respectively, which indicate the
dual-beam and frequency scanning characteristics of this LWA
array.

Based on the design of the varactor-tuned phase shifter, a con-
stant phase progression can be achieved by tuning the reverse
dc bias of the varactor diodes and the radiation pattern can be
scanned with azimuthal symmetry in a conical scan manner.
In addition, the amplitude distributions of each antenna ele-
ment of this linear 4 1 LWA array depend on the insertion
loss of the varactor phase shifter in different reverse bias con-
dition. For example, the insertion loss of each varactor phase
shifter has a 0.9-dB loss at the bias condition of 15 V, which
implies an amplitude distributions from antenna element one to
antenna element four such as , , ,
and . Taking this amplitude and phase distribu-
tion into account, we can predict the radiation pattern of this
linear 4 1 LWA array. The radiation patterns of the linear 4

1 LWA array were measured on a conical surface (quasi-
-plane) corresponding to an angle of 45from the -axis. Fig. 7

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Measured and theoreticalH-plane patterns at 11.58 GHz. (b)
Measured and theoreticalH-plane patterns at 12.5 GHz.

shows the measured radiation patterns and theoretical predic-
tions. The measured half-power beamwidth of the-plane and
quasi- -plane radiation patterns are less than 30. These mea-
sured quasi- -plane patterns illustrates that the main beam can
scan in azimuth from 13 to 13 off broadside, which cor-
responding to a reverse dc bias of the varactor diode from 0 to
15 V. This means that the LWA array has a maximum phase
shift about 100 between two adjacent antenna elements, which
agrees well with the previously design of the varactor-tuned
phase shifter. The absolute gain measured from the Friss for-
mula is about 10 dB.

IV. CONCLUSION

The work reported in this paper extends the ability of the mi-
crostrip LWA to obtain a dual-pencil beam 2-D scanning array
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Measured and theoretical quasi-E-plane radiation patterns at
varactor diode bias 0 V (f = 12:2 GHz). (b) Measured and theoretical
quasi-E-plane radiation patterns at varactor diode bias 15 V (f = 12:2GHz).

using varactor-tuned phase shifter and aperture coupled feeding
structure. A 4 1 LWA array was demonstrated. A constant
phase progression is accomplished by tuning the dc bias of the
varactors phase shifter. The beam can be scanned in both az-
imuth and elevation in a conical scan manner. The measured
half-power beamwidth of the -plane and quasi--plane radi-
ation patterns are less than 30. The main beam can be scanned
in azimuth plane from 13 to 13 off broadside. In the el-
evation plane, the beam-scanning angle is close to 20. The
measured results compared closely with the theoretical predic-
tion. The initial results shows a good potential of using this

dual-beam LWA array for low-cost transmitters and collision
warning radar applications.
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